
Introduction

1 The Cyrillic alphabet

(1) The Russian Cyrillic alphabet contains 33 letters, including 20
consonants, 10 vowels, a semi-consonant/semi-vowel (�), a hard sign
(�) and a soft sign (�).

(2) There are a number of different systems for transliterating the
Cyrillic alphabet. Three of these, that of the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO), that of the British Standards Institution (BSI)
(whose system is used throughout this Grammar), and that of the
Library of Congress (LC) are listed alongside the Cyrillic alphabet, as
well as the Russian names of the individual letters:

Cyrillic letters Letter name ISO BSI LC
�� ��� a a a
�� ���� b b b
�� ���� v v v
�	 �	�� g g g

� ���� d d d
� �� e e e
�� ��� � � �
�� ���� � zh zh
�� ���� z z z
�� ��� i i i
�� �����á���� j � �

�� ���� k k k
�� ����� l l l
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Cyrillic letters Letter name ISO BSI LC
 ! ��!� m m m
"# ��#� n n n
$� ��� o o o
%& �&�� p p p
'� ���� r r r
() ��)� s s s
*� ���� t t t
+, �,� u u u
-. ��.� f f f
/0 �0�� h/ch kh kh
12 �2�� c ts t �s
34 �4� � ch ch
56 �6�� š sh sh
78 �8�� �� shch shch
9: ������;���#��� ” ” ”
<; �;� y � y
=� �!�	�����#��� ’ ’ ’
>� �������ó�#�� e� é �

?@ �@� ju yu i �u
AB �B� ja ya i �a

Note
(a) Certain letters with diacritics and accents which appear in the

�	
��
�� ���� ���	��� ��� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� é for ��� �� ���;�� 
�� ����

without diacritics and accents here.
(b) The ligatures used over certain combinations of letters in the

standard LC system (t�s, i�u i�a) are often omitted by other users.
(c) ��� 
���	����� ���� ��� 	��� ���	� ����� ���� ��� ����� �� �� ��� 	��

bibliography.
(d) !�����������";�#�"���
���������
��",�����
���$

2 The international phonetic alphabet (IPA)

The following symbols from the IPA are used in the Introduction for the
phonetic transcription of Russian words.

Vowels

i 
������� [il]
� 
�����&;� [p�l]
� 
��	������	�%�&� �����	�á [��gla]
� 
��	������	�%�&� �����;�á [d��ra]
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� 
������) [����
e 
������)� [v, e�]
a 
�������� [rat]
æ 
�����&B�� [�æ�]
� 
��	������	�%�&� �������# [���in]
� 
��	������	�%�&� ����0���6ó [x�r���o]
o 
�����!�0 [mox]
ö 
��������B [��ö��]
u 
������,� [buk]
ü 
�������@4 [k�üt�]

Semi-consonant/semi-vowel

j 
�������� [boj]

Consonants

� 
�����&�� [pol]
� 
�����&�) [�os]
b 
�������� [bak]
� 
������� [�� �
t 
�������! [tom]
� 
������! [����
d 
�������! [dom]
� 
������#� [�e�]
k 
�������� [kak]
� 
������! [����

� 
�����	�� [�ol]
�, 
�����	�� [�,it]
f as in�.�ó�� [�flor�]
� 
�����.# [����
v 
�������� [vot]
v, 
�������#ó [v, ��no]
s 
�����)�! [sam]
� 
�����)� [����
z 
������,� [zup]
	 
������é��� [�	�br�]
� 
�����6,! [�um]

 
������,� [
uk]
x 
�����0�! [xam]
� 
�����0�!�� [��� ���]
�� 
�����8�á [����ka]
� 
�����20 [��'�
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t� 
�����4�# [t�in]
m 
�����!�� [mol]
� 
�����!� [ ���l]
n 
�����#�) [nos]
� 
�����#� [��t]
l 
�������� [lak]
� 
������B	 [�ak]
r 
�������� [rak]
� 
�������á [���ka]
j as in �!� [�jam�]

Pronunciation

3 Stressed vowels

Russian has ten vowel letters:

� � � � �
	 
 � � 

(1) � is pronounced with the mouth opened a little wider than in the
pronunciation of ‘a’ in English ‘father’���$�$������(
 ��‘hall’.

(2) � is pronounced like ‘e’ in ‘end’, but the mouth is opened a little
wider and the tongue is further from the palate than in articulating
English ‘e’ in ‘end’, e.g. � �������t�] ‘this is’.

(3) � is pronounced with the tongue drawn back and the lips rounded
and protruding. The sound is similar to but shorter than the vowel in
‘school’���$�$��,���)�*��‘beech’.

(4) � is also pronounced with rounded and protruding lips, but to a
lesser extent than in the pronunciation of �. The sound is similar to the
vowel in English ‘bought’���$�$������)�*��‘side’.

(5) The vowel � is pronounced with the tongue drawn back as in the
pronunciation of �� but with the lips spread, not rounded or protruding,
�$�$�);#���i- n] ‘son’.

(6) The vowels 	 [ja], 
��+����� [jo] and  [ju] are ‘iotated’ variants of a,
�����
���,� ��$�$� 	����
��������,���  �*�� 	�����%�&� ����,�����)�� 	��
sound [j]). The vowel � resembles ‘ea’ in English ‘cheap’, but is a
‘closer’ sound, that is, the centre of the tongue is nearer to the hard
�
 
	�����
	�,� 
	������$�$�!�������ir] ‘world, peace’. After a preposition
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or other word ending in a hard consonant, however, stressed initial � is
pronounced [��-�����	��B����t ������], cf. also 4 (4) note.

Note
Vowels can be classified as:

(a) back vowels (pronounced with the back part of the tongue raised
towards the back of the palate): ��������

(b) central vowels (pronounced with the central part of the tongue
raised towards the central part of the palate): �����	�

(c) front vowels (pronounced with the central part of the tongue raised
towards the front of the palate: �����
�

4 Unstressed vowels

�.��/��	������,��@����
���;

The sound of unstressed �� is similar to that of English ‘u’ in ‘put’:
�,	á [du��a] ‘arc’��@�á [ju�la] ‘top’. Unstressed � and � are shorter and
pronounced in a more ‘relaxed’ fashion than their stressed equivalents:
�	�á [���ra] ‘game’���;�á [b��la] ‘was’. � does not appear in unstressed
position. The other vowels are ‘reduced’ in unstressed position.

�0��1���,	���������
����

(i) The vowels � and �� 
�� ������,��� 
�� ���� 
��� ���� �� ��&���� 	���

���
�����	����������	���-���!�������������(
 �$�������	����������	���

they are reduced, � being the vowel most affected by various forms of
reduction resulting from its position in relation to the stress.
(ii) In pre-tonic position or as the unstressed initial letter in a word �
and � are pronounced [��-� &��ó!� ����tom] ‘afterwards’�� ���#� ����in]
‘one’��&��ó!�����rom] ‘ferry’����ý������kul�] ‘shark’. This also applies
	����"	���,�������	����-�&���!ó�!�����d �        m o�C���‘under the sea’��#��
�ó!�!�����d �dom�m] ‘above the house’. The combinations �����������
�� are pronounced [������$�$�)��������������b���	i�] ‘to comprehend’.

(iii) In pre-pre-tonic position (except as initial letters, see (ii)) or in
post-tonic position both vowels are pronounced [��-� 	���� &���0ó�
[p�r��xot] ‘steamer’��!����ó�����l��doj] ‘young’���á#����ran�] ‘early’,
������ ��vilk�] ‘fork’$� !���� 
 ��� 
�� ���� 	�� ������	����� �&��� ���ó�
[p�d �v��doj] ‘under water’��#���	����ó�����d ���l��voj] ‘overhead’) and
to the initial letters of words governed by prepositions� ��� �	��ó�
[v �����ro��] ‘in the market garden’� �,�$� �	��ó�� �����rot] ‘market
garden’)).
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Note
(a) Unstressed �� ��� ������,��� ���� ��� 
� ���)�� ��� &���� ��� ������

������ ����á�� ‘cocoa’�� �á���� ‘radio’�� 0á�)� ‘chaos’), with an
��	���
 � ���� ����é���‘veto’����)�é ‘dossier’��6�))é ‘highway’ and
some other words. In certain cases, pronunciation is differentiated
stylistically. The pronunciation [��� ��� &���� ��,�� 
��&�� ��� ‘poet’

���6�))é ‘highway’, said to be the more colloquial variant, has
gained ground in educated speech and is found even in the
�����,�
	���� ��� ������� �
���� ��,�� 
��5�&é#� ��������#��o�����
‘Chopin’, especially where these have gained common currency
��$�$� *�������� ‘Togliatti’�$� 2�&�%��� ���� ��� �	
����� ��� &���
&�����	���  �&��
��	���%�&� -������‘trio’.

(b) The vowel � is pronounced [C] in pre-tonic position after � and �:
	����4�)� [t�C�s�] ‘clock’��8������ ���C��i�] ‘to spare’. The pronun-
ciation of unstressed � as [�] after ���� is now limited for many
���
*���	�����é����
���e�] ‘to regret’����)����é#�@��* � s�
���e � Cju]
‘unfortunately’� 
��� ���"�	������ � �
 � �) �3��� ,
���� ����ó6���
‘horse’���$�$����$�� $���6��é��� �����ej]. �� is pronounced [ts�] in
	����) �3���,
����������������
 �-�����2��� [dv�ts���i] ‘twenty’
(gen.).

�4��1���,	��������
���B

(i) In pre-tonic position both 
 and 	 are pronounced [(j)C�-�B�����+C�z�k]
‘language’�� &��ó�� ��C�C�vot] ‘translation’$� !����� ��������� ‘to thin
out’�
�������B�����‘to unload’ have the same pronunciation.

(ii) In post-tonic position 
 is pronounced [C���&ó����po�C] ‘field’), while
	 is usually pronounced [��� ���#B� ��d��� ] ‘melon’). However, post-
tonic 	 is pronounced [C�� )����� 
� ���	� ,�����
�	� �&á!B��� ��	a � C�]
‘memory’�� 
��� ��� ���"���
 � ���	"	���,� ����	���� ���	�B#,�� ��v���C�� �

‘looked out’).

�5��1���,	��������

� is pronounced [C��������	����������	�������á&��C�tap] ‘stage’).

Note
Unstressed initial � and � and conjunction � are pronounced [�] after a
preposition or other word ending in a hard consonant (see 3� �6��-� �
��á��@� �%� ��ta�C+��� ‘to Italy’����������������á#,� �)
	� ���ot k� ��vanu]
‘my brother is on his way to see Ivan’��#������á����!����d � ��kvat�r�m]
‘above the equator’. � is also pronounced [�] in certain stump
,�����������$�$���)���á����os��zdat] ‘State Publishing House’.
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5 Hard and soft consonants

With the exception of ���� and �, which are invariably hard, and � and
�, which are invariably soft, all Russian consonants can be pronounced
hard or soft.

(1) Hard consonants

(i) A hard consonant is a consonant which appears at the end of a word
(e.g. the �� ��� ��!� ������ ‘house’, the �� ��� ���� �%�	�� ‘here is’) or is
followed by ������� or � (� appears only as an initial letter, except in

,������ ��,�� 
��#�&� ‘NEP’ (New Economic Policy) and rare words
��,�� 
��)��� ‘sir’�$� !����� 	��� ,�����
�	�� ��� 	���&����	����á [��l��va]
‘head’��!������
���] ‘soap’�
����ý!����dum�] ‘thought’ are all hard.

(ii) Most hard consonants, e.g. ������������ �����!��"��#� are pronounced
in similar fashion to their English counterparts, i.e. ‘b’ in ‘bone’, ‘v’ in
‘van’, ‘g’ in ‘gone’, ‘z’ in ‘zone’, ‘c’ in ‘come’, ‘m’ in ‘money’, ‘p’ in
‘pun’, ‘s’ in ‘sun’, ‘f’ in ‘fun’. However,   and ! (and �; see (iii)) lack
the slight aspiration of ‘k’, ‘p’ and ‘t’.

(iii) In pronouncing the dentals $ [d], � [t] and % [n], the tip of the
tongue is pressed against the back of the upper teeth in the angle
between teeth and gums.

(iv) & is a moderately ‘trilled’ [r]. ' is pronounced with the tip of the
tongue in the angle between the upper teeth and the gum, and the
middle of the tongue curved downwards. The ‘l’ sound in English
‘bubble’ is a good starting-point for the pronunciation of this letter.

(v) ( sounds as ‘ch’ in ‘loch’ or German ‘acht’, but is formed a little
further forward in the mouth.

(vi) Unlike other consonants, ���� and � are always pronounced hard
(see, however, note (b), below). This means in practice that the vowels 

and � are pronounced as � and � after ��� � and �� ��)�� �
��	�
‘gesture’������ �
��] fat’�� 20� ���'�� ‘workshop’�� 2���� ���rk] ‘circus’,
6)������	��‘pole’��!�6�#��������n�] ‘car’) while � is pronounced as �
after � and �����������
ol�p] ‘groove’��6������olk] ‘silk’). A soft sign
�
�� �����������] ‘rye’) has no softening effect on the pronunciation of
� or �.

Note
(a) Neither a soft sign nor the vowel � can be written after ��
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(b) )� ��� �������� �
�� ��� 	���  �
�� &���� &���6��� ���r���ut]
‘parachute’� 
��� ���6���� �)���ur�] ‘brochure’, while � is
������,������	�����@�� [�ü��i] ‘jury’.

(2) Soft consonants

(i) A soft consonant is a consonant (other than ���� or �) followed by a
soft sign, e.g. *�����)�����‘steel’, or by 	��
������ or . Thus, the initial
,�����
�	�� ��� !���� �� � at�] ‘mint’�� �)� ������ ‘forest’�� &��� ��il] ‘was
drinking’��#�������ob�] ‘palate’�
�����#�����un�] ‘dune’ are all soft.

(ii) Soft consonants are pronounced with the centre of the tongue raised
towards the hard palate, as in articulating �� for example. Correct
rendering of the vowels 	 [ja], 
��+����� [i], � [jo] and  [ju] will assist
in the articulation of the preceding soft consonants. Soft [���
������ó����
‘only’ is similar to ‘ll’ in ‘million’, with the tip of the tongue against the
teeth-ridge and the front of the tongue pressed against the hard palate.

(iii) Soft consonants may also appear at the end of words, e.g. !� and
��� �����&���	��] ‘swamp’�
���!������
�] ‘mother’; the final sounds in
these words are similar to those of the initial consonants in ‘pure’ and
‘tune’ (standard British English ‘Received Pronunciation’).

(iv) Unlike other consonants, � and � are always pronounced soft. In
practice this means that the vowels ���� and � are pronounced as [ja],
�+���
����+�����  �&����	�����,�����
�	���4�)�‘hour’��4ó&��#;��‘prim’,
4,	ý#�‘cast iron’��&�8á���‘mercy’��8ý���‘pike’).

(v) The consonant � is pronounced as a long soft � [��] (e.g.
��8�8á����(���C���æ�] ‘to defend’); the pronunciation [�t�] is falling into
disuse.

(vi) The double consonants ��� �!,�4�#�� ‘man’), ��� ����á�4��
‘client’), "�� �&��&�)4���‘subscriber’) are pronounced like � [��]. The
pronunciation [�t�], however, is preferred in prefixed forms such as
�)4�)�##;��‘innumerable’����)4�#����‘to dismember’.

(vii) +� and �� may be pronounced either as a double soft � (with the
front of the tongue raised towards the hard palate) in words such as
�ó���� ��vo��C] ‘reins’�� ��ó���� ‘yeast’������� ‘burns’���,��á��� ‘to
buzz’�� ������� ‘sprays’�� ����á��� ‘to scream’, é��,� ‘I travel’,
&���á�7� ‘go!’�� &ó��� ‘later’, especially in the speech of the older
generation, as well as in that of actors and professionally trained
announcers, or alternatively as a double hard � [�vo

�], a pronunciation
preferred by very many younger speakers. ,� is invariably pronounced
as hard [

�� 
,���� 	���)����
��)�	&���� ����'�
��� �	��-�������� ‘to
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eradicate’. The cluster �$� �������� ‘of rain’ etc. is pronounced as soft
�� by some speakers and as [
�] by others.

(3) Use of hard and soft consonants to differentiate meaning

2
��
������	�,�����
�	���
��)�������	���������	�
	����
������,�$��,�
[luk] ‘onions’� 
����@�� ��uk] ‘hatch’��!��� ��
	�� ‘checkmate’� 
���!���
[ma�] ‘mother’ etc.

6 Double palatalization

Some words contain two adjacent soft consonants, a phenomenon
known as ‘double palatalization’ or ‘regressive softening’. The
following combinations of letters are involved:

(1) [�], [�] and [�] followed by other soft dentals or by [�], [	], [t�], [��]
or [�]: ó��&��� ��o��C�C�] ‘thaw’�� �#�� ���i] ‘days’�� �ó#4��� ��ko� t�C*�

‘tip’�� 	ó#8��� ���o���C*�� ‘racer’��&��#�2�� ���æ�� C	��] ‘Friday’�� &é#)�B
[��e��C+�] ‘pension’.

(2) [�] or [	] followed by a soft dental, [�], [	] or [��-� ���#��
[v��	� ik] ‘arose’������é�� ���	�� ��‘partition’����)�� �	�e�] ‘here’��)#	
[���*��‘snow’��)�#á [��C�na] ‘wall’���!é)���� � ���C��‘together’.

Note
��������&��������� �������) ���
 
	
 �(
	���� ��������) �-������v,�����

[�v,����‘two’��������� v, e�] or [�v, e�] ‘door’��������( v, e�] or [	v, e�] ‘wild
animal’��&é��B� ���et��] or [��e���] ‘loop’�� )��� �� v,� �	�� �� ��v,� �	�� ‘light’,
)�������	��������	��‘trace’��4é���������et v,�C�] or [��e� v, C�] ‘quarter’.

7 Non-palatalization of consonants in some loan words

(1) The consonants � and $ are pronounced hard before 
 in certain loan
&���� 
��� ������� �
���� ��é�!�)� ��	���s] ‘thermos flask’�� �#�é##�
‘aerial’�� �&������ ‘apartheid’�� ����é ‘workshop’�� ��.6�é�)� ‘beef-
steak’�� �,����ó�� ‘sandwich’����é��� ‘hotel’��&���é�� ‘stalls’��&��#��
‘printer’�� )�#�� ‘stand’��� ��� &���� &�	�� 	��� ����'� �#��"� ��#��#é�
‘Internet’��� �ó��)� ‘legal code’�� !��é��� ‘model’� )�@���é))�
‘stewardess’� 
��� ��� �
��� &���� &�	�� 	��� ����'� �"� ��	���á2�B
‘degradation’).
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(2) Hard �� �
�� )���� �	
����� ��� ��é ‘meringue’; hard �� ��� ��#)�!é
‘consommé’�� ��@!é ‘résumé’; hard %� ��� ��6#é ‘scarf’�� ���#)
‘business’������#é����� ‘cybernetics’�� ��##é��� ‘tunnel’���,�#é ‘tour’,
.�#é�����‘phonetics’���#é�	�B�‘power’; hard !�����,&é ‘compartment’;
hard -� ��� �����é ‘cabaret’�� ��é ‘relay’; hard "� ���6�))é ‘highway’,
��)���)é#)�‘a psychic’; and hard #������.é ‘cafe’.

Note
A hard consonant is more likely to be retained in foreign loan words
������
	� ����,������	����	������%�&� ���$�$��é##�)�‘tennis’). Dental
consonants ($�����%) are more likely to remain hard than labials (���!�
�).

8 Hard sign and soft sign

(1) The hard sign appears only between a hard consonant — usually at
the end of a prefix — and a stem beginning 	��
��� or ����:é������	+��	�
‘departure’����:B)#����‘to explain’.

(2) A soft sign appearing between a consonant and 	��
��� or  indicates
that the consonant is soft and that the sound � [j] intervenes between
consonant and vowel-�)!�� [�C� � ja] ‘family’. See also 5 (2) (i) and (iii).

9 The reflexive suffix -��������

(1) The pronunciation of "� as [��� ��� &������
�-� ���)�� �)��ju�] ‘I
fear’�����)���)��ja�] ‘fearing’ etc.

(2) The suffix �"	 is usually pronounced [s��� ��� 	��� ������	�%�� �!���)B
‘to wash’�� 
��� 	��� �����	� 	����� �!ó�)B� ‘he washes’), though an
alternative soft pronunciation [��] is also found in the second-person
singular and first-person plural.

(3) [���� ��� ������� ��� �
	�,�� ��� �)!�8��)B� ���] ‘laughing’), the
����
	�%���#�)!é�)B�‘don’t laugh’��
���	����
�	�	�������#�)!��)B�‘he
was laughing’) — except for forms in �""	 or ��"	��&á))B���pass�] ‘was
grazing’).

10 Effect of a soft consonant on a vowel in the preceding
syllable
(1) � and 
� 
�� ������,��� ���� 
��� �+��� ��� �	������ ����	���� &���
followed by a hard consonant (e.g. � �������	�] ‘this is’���)�������‘forest’),
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)�	�
�����
����+�������� 
� 	��8��,��‘e acute’ [é]) when followed by a
soft consonant (e.g. � ������e�C��‘these’���)���v, e�] ‘all’).

(2) . is pronounced as [æ], � as [ö] and  as [ü] preceding a soft
,�����
�	-�!B4�[ � æt�] ‘ball’�����B����ö��] ‘aunt’����@4��*�ü�] ‘key’.

(3) ���� and � are also affected as the tongue is raised closer to the
�
 
	�����
�	�,��
	�������
���  �&�������	�,�����
�	���$�$�!����‘mother’,
#�4�� ‘night’�� &;��� ‘dust’, where ��� � and � are pronounced as if
followed by a much-reduced � sound).

11 Voiced and unvoiced consonants

(1) Some consonants are pronounced with vibration of the vocal cords
(‘voiced’ consonants), and others without such vibration (‘unvoiced’
consonants).

(2) There are six pairs of voiced and unvoiced equivalents:

Voiced Unvoiced
� &
	 �
� )
� �
� .
� 6

The eight other consonants include the unvoiced �, /, �, � and the
voiced sonants *, -, �, %.

(3) 0, �, �, $, �, � are pronounced as their unvoiced counterparts when
they appear in final position or before a final soft sign.

��� ‘forehead’ is pronounced [lop]
�,� ‘meadow’ is pronounced [luk]
��� ‘time’ is pronounced [ras]
)�$ ‘garden’ is pronounced [sat]
�� ‘lion’ is pronounced [����
!,� ‘husband’ is pronounced [mu�]

(4) When a voiced and an unvoiced consonant appear side by side, the
first assimilates to the second. Thus, voiced consonant + unvoiced
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consonant are both pronounced unvoiced, while unvoiced consonant +
voiced consonant are both pronounced voiced.

(i) Voiced + unvoiced (both pronounced unvoiced)

	ý� � ‘sponge’ is pronounced [��upk�]
���" ‘registry office’ is pronounced [zaks]
�é� � ‘sharply’ is pronounced [����*�]
�ó$ � ‘boat’ is pronounced [�lotk�]
�/ó��� ‘goes in’ is pronounced [�fxo�C	�
�ó� � ‘spoon’ is pronounced [�lo�k�]

Note
(a) Devoicing also takes place on the boundary between preposition


����������
�+�,	�%�-����ó!#��� ��f� komn��C��‘in the room’��&��
)���ó!����t� st��lom] ‘under the table’.

(b) The devoicing of a final consonant may in turn cause the devoicing
��� 	��� ,�����
�	� &��,�� ��,����� �	-� ���	� �%��*�� ‘scream’�� �����
[drost] ‘thrush’.

(c) 1� ��� ������,��� 
�� �0�� ��� ��	���� ‘light, easy’�� �é	4� ‘easier’,
!�	����‘soft’�
���!�	4�‘softer’��
��&�  �
�� �����	�‘God’ (only in
the singular nominative case, however). The initial consonant in
�ó)&���7�‘Lord!’ is now usually pronounced as [�], though [h] is
�	�  ���
�$�!���������,0	á����‘book-keeper’ is the only word in
which /� is pronounced as [h].

(ii) Unvoiced + voiced (both pronounced voiced)

.,��ó� ‘football’ is pronounced [fu�dbol]
 �$ó!, ‘towards the house’ is pronounced [��� domu]
&�ó"��� ‘request’ is pronounced [�pro	b�]
�á � ‘also’ is pronounced [�ta�
�]
!à��@�ó ‘typing pool’ is pronounced [ma
�u�ro]

Note
(a) The voicing of consonants also occurs at the boundary between

words, especially when the second word is a particle or other
���	������ ���-�A� )&�" �;� 	ó [�spaz� b�] ‘I would have saved
him’. �� ���%��,���
�� ��(�� ��� ��,�� ,�,���	
�,��� �$�é���;���ó!�
[�����(� b�l] ‘Father was in’) and � as [�
���������;�á [do�
� b��la]
‘the daughter was’).

(b) 2 has no voicing effect on a preceding unvoiced consonant, e.g.
������	%�+��‘your’.
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12 The pronunciation of -��-

(1) -�%- is pronounced [���� ��� ,�	
��� &���� ���#é4#�� �*�����n�] ‘of
course’�� #��ó4#�� ‘on purpose’�� �4é4#��� ‘spectacle case’�� &�á44#�B
‘laundry’�� )�ý4#�� ‘boring’�� B�4#�2�� ‘fried eggs’), as well as in the
�
	�����,�� ����#�4#�� ‘Ilinichna’�� (á���4#�� ‘Savvichna’ and
"�����4#��‘Nikitichna’.

(2) However, the pronunciation [�n] is used in more ‘learned’ words
such as á�4#;�� ��al�ntj] ‘greedy’�� �#��4#;�� ‘ancient’� ���á��4#;�
‘additional’��
�����#é4#;��‘ultimate’.

(3) -�%- is pronounced either as [�n] or [���� ����ý��4#�B� ‘bakery’ and
!��ó4#�B�‘dairy’.�����4#�;��‘brown’ is pronounced with [�n].

Note
3 is also pronounced [������4���‘that’�
���4�ò�;�‘in order to’.

13 Consonants omitted in pronunciation

In some groups of three or more consonants one is omitted in
pronunciation. Thus, the first �� ��� ��	� ������,��� ��� ���á�)��,��7
‘hallo!’��4ý�)����‘feeling’ (however, it is� ������,��� ����é�)��##;�
‘virgin’�
���#�á�)��##;��‘moral’), $� �����	�������,��� ��������#;�
‘starry’�� ��#�6á.�� ‘landscape’� &ó��#�� ‘late’�� &�á��#��� ‘festival’ or
)é��2� ‘heart’ (however, it is� ������,��� ����é��#�� ‘abyss’), * is not
������,��� ���)ó�#2� ‘sun’ (however, it is�������,��� ���)ó�#4#;�
‘solar’) and �� �����	� ������,��� ���	�ý)�#;�� ‘sad’�����é)�#;�� ‘well-
known’���é)�#;��‘flattering’��!é)�#;��‘local’�����é)�#�)���‘vicinity’,
4á)�#;�� ‘private’� 
��� )4�)����;�� ‘happy’ (however, the first � in
&�)��á���‘to spread’ is pronounced).

14 The pronunciation of double consonants

Double consonants are pronounced as two letters across the boundary
)�	&���� ����'� 
��� �	���� �$�$�����8���� �		�� ‘to drag away’. When a
���) ��,�����
�	�
���
��&�	����
��	�����
,	�,��%
�����,�$�	��!!á����
[m] ‘grammar’�� 	�ý&&�� ���� or p] ‘group’. A single consonant is
������,���������
 �����	���-�	��!!�����‘gram’��	��&&�����‘influenza’.
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15 Stress

(1) Stress in Russian is ‘free’, that is, in some words it falls on the
�������	�����
��	��ó��		‘for a long time’), in others on a medial syllable
��	�ó��	‘road’ 	���	��	������	��	���	�����	�����
��	�������á"	‘pencil’).
The vowel ( is always stressed.

(2) A change in stress may indicate a change in meaning: ó����	‘organ
of the body’�	 	��á�	 ‘organ’ (musical instrument). A few words have
���������%�	 ������	�������	�	 ������	 ��	�������+	��	�ó�	 ����	 ��������

���� ��ó�	�	‘cottage cheese’.

(3) For stress patterns in individual parts of speech see nouns (57, 60,
62, 63 (4)), adjectives (164, 165), verbs (219, 223, 228, 232, 341, 343,
345, 350, 369) and prepositions (405).

(4) Secondary stress (a weaker stress marked here with a grave accent
,-. 	 ��	 �����	 ��	 ����	����������	 ����	��"��	
��	é���	 ‘engineering’
(in fast speech, however, the word is pronounced with one full stress
����+	 ��"��	
��	é��� �	 /��������	 ������	 ��	 ������������	 ������	 ��

words with foreign prefixes (à����	�� ���	 ‘anti-communism’,
�ò����é��	 ‘counter-measures’�	 ��à�
���������
���	 ‘transatlantic’,
�������	�ó����	 ‘ultra-short’	 �����	 ��	 �����	 ����	 ���	 �����)	 
�è��$+

�è�� �ó����	 ‘overtime’ �	 ��	 ���������	 �����	 ��	�ò	 
�ó������
‘frost-proof’), in compounds where there is a polysyllabic gap between
���	 �������	 ��������	 ��	 ���	 ����������	 ���è�#�����	�	��é���
‘pastime’) and in compounds consisting of a truncated word and a full
����	 ��ò
�$��é�	 �0	 �	
 �á�
�������	�$��é� 	 ‘state budget’). The
use of secondary stresses is sometimes optional, varying with speaker
and speech mode. Generally speaking, the newer a compound word is,
���	 ����	 ������	 �	 ���������	 ������	 �����	���	
���á���	 ‘film script’).
Tertiary stresses are found in some compounds: à��	�ò�	��ý�	‘car and
motor-cycle club’.

(5) Some primary-stressed adverbs take secondary stress when used as
������������+	 �� ����� ��� ‘inside’�	 �ó���ò��	 ‘near’�	 �	��ý�
�	����	 ‘around’�	���	���		 ‘past’, ó�	�	ò�	�		 ‘close (to)’�	�ó
��
�ò
��	‘after’.

Note
Stresses are marked in a Russian text only:

(a) ��	�����%�	��
�������	���	%	��$�	��			�	�	�	���	‘I know that he
is speaking’	 ���	 %	 ��$�	 ��ó 	�	 �	�	���	 ‘I know what he is
saying’�	 �	��"á#	 ��
��	 ‘a large part’�	 �ó��"�#	 ��
��	 ‘a larger
part’;
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(b) to denote arc����� ��	�������	��� ������ �����ó����� �	�� �	�����
�	������������é���‘library’);

(c) in rendering certain professional words, non-Russian words, dialect
and slang words;

(d) in verse, where normal stress is sometimes distorted in the interests
of rhythm.

Orthography

16 Spelling rules

Spelling rule 1

� is replaced by , � by � and � by � after  , �, �, " and �, �, �:

���á, ‘leg’, gen. sing. ����
����á��, ‘to be silent’, first-person sing. ����ý, third-person pl.
����á�

Note
!������	��������	�������	����	����������	�������������"��
���
�
‘brochure’��������ý��‘Kyzylkum Desert’��������‘Kyakhta’.

Spelling rule 2

� is replaced by 	 in unstressed position after  , �, �, ", %:

�é�	% ‘German’, instr. sing. �é�%	�, gen. pl. �é�%	�

Spelling rule 3

Initial  is replaced by � following a prefix ending in a consonant:

impf. ��á��/pf. ����á�& ‘to play’
��	�é���� ‘interesting’, �	�	����	�é���� ‘not uninteresting’
(for exceptions see 28(3)(c))

Spelling rule 4

The prefixes �	�-/�	�-; ��-, ���-/��-, ���-; �-/�-; ���-/���- are spelt
with � before voiced consonants, voiced sonants or vowels and with �
before unvoiced consonants: �	��ý���� ‘toothless’ but �	����é����
‘infinite’; �����á���‘to take off’ but ���������‘to rise’; ������‘to beat
up’ but �	���� ‘to sup’; �����
á��� ‘to dismantle’ but �����	���� ‘to
uncouple’.
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Spelling rule 5

Prefixes ending in a consonant (e.g. ���-, ��-, � �, �-) are spelt ����-,
���-, � �-, ��-:

(i) In compounds of -��� (������� ‘to approach’, ����"&�	 ‘I
approached’ etc.) (see 333 (2)).

(ii) Before consonant + � (��"�� ‘I shall sew’) (see 234 (5)).

(iii) Before certain consonant clusters (� ���á��	 ‘to disperse’) (see
234 (1–4)).

Note
For spelling rules relating to prepositions see 404.

17 Use of capital and small letters in titles and names

(1) In the names or titles of most posts, institutions, organizations,
books, newspapers and journals, wars, festivals etc., only the first word
��	 �����	 ����	 �	 �������	 ������+	 �
������#	 �����á��#	 ��	�
	�	�
‘World Federation of Trade Unions’�	 '��	�é�
���	 
	�	 ‘European
Union’�	 (���
�é�
��		 ��á�
�	���	 ‘Ministry of Transport’,
(	
�ó�
���	 �	
 �á�
�������	  �����
��é�	 ‘Moscow State
University’�	 )	���������
���	 � é�	 ‘Polytechnical Museum’,
*	

��
��#	����é��#	��ý�	‘Russian Academy of Sciences’�	+���
�ó�
� �����á�����	
 �	‘Tver Municipal Court’�	, �ó��
�������	��á��
‘Arts Theatre’, «����á u ���» ‘War and Peace’, ����	��
� �����
‘New York Times’, ��������##	 �	��á ‘Seven Years’ War’ (but
������#	 -�é��
������#	 �	��á ‘Great Patriotic War’ �	 .ó���	 �	�
‘New Year’�	 )é��	�	 �á#	 ‘May Day’�	 .ó�����
��#	 ��é��#	 ‘Nobel
Prize’.

Note
Any word spelt with a capital letter in its own right retains the capital in
�)������	 ������+	 /	
 �á�
�������	 ���������
���	 '�
��ó�	 ��á��
‘The State Academic Bolshoi Theatre’.

(2) In geographical names, the names of administrative areas, local
features and so on, the generic terms are spelt with a small letter and the
descriptive words with a capital: ó��		0���á�	 ‘Lake Baikal’�	 0é�	�
�ó��	 ‘the White Sea’�	� 
���#	/ó��	 ‘the Gobi Desert’�	��
	1ó��	�
.��é���	 ‘the Cape of Good Hope’�	 ��ó���	 *á��	 ‘the Tropic of
Cancer’�	�é������	2��	�����		��á�	‘the Arctic Ocean’�	�	� ó
��	�
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 ����
� ‘the Taimyr Peninsula’, �!���� 	ó�"�� ‘the South Pole’,
 ��
��á�� ý����� ‘Tverskaya Street’�� #������ ���
é�� ‘the Winter
Palace’�����á������������ó
�‘St Isaac’s Cathedral’���
á�����	�ó$���
‘Red Square’��%������������������������ó��‘Minsk Car Factory’.

Note
Generic terms are spelt with a capital letter, however, if used in a non-
�������������"�#����ó����&�‘the Golden Horn’ (a bay), Ó&�������#����
‘Tierra del Fuego’ (an archipelago).

(3) Some titles consist of words, all of which have capital letters. These
include the names of exalted governmental institutions and
organizations, as well as a number of international bodies (and certain
��	���������� ������� ����� 'é���� (��� ‘the White Nile’�� )á�����
*���ó�� ‘the Far East’��(ó����#���� ‘Novaya Zemlya’#"�+���
á�����
,������é�� -Ó(� ‘the General Assembly of the UNO’�� %�!�����

ó����� �
á����� �
���� ‘the International Red Cross’�� ���é�
����
á���� ‘the Council of the Federation’, including, as a rule, the
������	��������"�-�.����/�����,
á������0��
á���‘the United Arab
Emirates’�� ���	ý������  ���
��á�� ‘the Republic of Tatarstan’,
����������� ����
á���� ‘the Russian Federation’�� ���é������ ����
‘the Soviet Union’��������/�������
��é������‘the United Kingdom’,
������/�����1�á���,�é
����‘the United States of America’.

Note
��#�+����á
����������ý���or�+����á
���������)ý��� ‘the State Du-
ma’
�
#� 2á
���� ‘party’ is not usually spelt with a capital letter:
����������������� 	á
���� ����������� ����
á���� $�2��%
‘Communist Party of the Russian Federation’�� 3���
á�����
�����
���������� 	á
���� ������� $3)2�%� ‘the Russian Liberal
Democratic Party’.

(4) Unofficial titles, the names of foreign parliaments and some other
titles consist of words, all of which are spelt with a small letter:
����ó������ �
�	ó
�� ‘Moscow Airport’ (cf. official titles, now also
�����	��	&�������������
�	ó
��*�ý����� ‘Vnukovo Airport’#��	á
���
���������ó�� ‘the Bolshevik Party’� ����� 	������������������� ����á��
�����
���������� 
��ó���� 	á
���� ����������ó�#� ‘Russian Social
Democratic Workers’ Party (of Bolsheviks)’#��	��á���ó�$���‘House of
Commons’���������á&�‘the Bundestag’�������‘the Sejm’.

(5) Nouns denoting nationality, town of origin etc., are also spelt with a
small� ������� ���&���á���� ‘Englishman’���������� ‘Muscovite’), as are
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���	 �������������	 ��(����%��	 �������
���	 ‘English’�	 �	
�ó�
���
‘Moscow’ �	 �)����	�����	 ����	 ����	����	 ��	 �	 �����	 �3�����
���	����
‘the Bank of England’�	 (	
�ó�
���	 ����	 ‘Moscow Circus’). This
���������	 ��	 ����	 �������	 ��	 ���	 �����	 ��	 �������	 ����	����	 ‘March’,
	������	 ‘October’�	 	������
���	 ‘October’	 ���(� �	 
��	 1	 (á���	 ‘8
March’ (International Women’�	 '�� �	 -������-������
��#	 ���	$
����#	‘the October Revolution’2	���	��	����	��	���	�����	����	�������
‘Friday’�	
��	����
��á#	)������	‘Good Friday’.

�3 	*��	�����	���� ‘land’�	� �á ‘moon’�	
ó����	 ‘sun’ are spelt with
��������	 ����	 ����	 ������	 ���%����	 
�����+	4���� ‘the Earth’�	2 �á
‘the Moon’�	�ó����	‘the Sun’.

�4 	�� 	5����	��	�������	���	�����	����	�������	�������+	3��á�	‘Allah’�	0	�
‘God’�	0�á���	‘Brahma’�	5���	‘Shiva’.

Note
6�	�������	�����	���	��	�	���
��	��	�����	��	 ��������%����	�	�	 ��	�����
with a small	 ������+	 �	�	 3�	��ó�	 ‘the god Apollo’�	 �ó��	 �	�7	 ‘my
God!’ In certain contexts, however, a capital is possible:

8���	 �	�	"ó – 
��á��	 ���á, �é�����		 ��������#	 ��	 
���
"&��	�	�	 	����	�	 9	 ��á��	 'ó���	 
�á��	 'ó�� . . .” (Nabokov)
‘That is good’, said his wife, slowly drawing a silken blanket about
her. ‘Thank God, thank God . . .’

��� 	 ��������	 ���	 ����	 ����	 ���	 ���������	 �����%���+	 )á
��	 ‘Easter’,
*	���
��ó ‘Christmas’, holders of exalted ecclesiastical offices:
��#�é�"��	 )����á��	 (	
�ó�
���	 �	 �
��	 * 
� ‘His Holiness the
Patriarch of Moscow and all Russia’�	)á��	*��
���	 ‘The Pope’, and
������	��)��+	0����#	‘the Bible’�	�	�á�	‘the Koran’�	+ó��	‘the Torah’,
+���ý�	‘the Talmud’�	�é��	‘the Vedas’.

Division of Words

18 Division into syllables

(1) Each syllable in a Russian word contains a vowel and, in most cases,
����������	����������	��	���	����	�á-
�	���

(2) Russian distinguishes ‘open’	�����
����	�����	���	��	�	%����	��	$�	$
�á) from ‘closed’	�����
����	�����	���	��	�	���������	��	
 �
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(3) The principles of syllabic division are different in English and
������������!��	���	�'���ó-���
��!�����	'��&��
ó�����������	���������
syllables are formed on the basis of an ascending level of ‘sonority’,
vowels being the most sonorous letters, the voiced sonants (����������)
the next most sonorous and noise-consonants (the other sixteen
consonants) the least sonorous.

(4) In practice, this means that the syllable boundary occurs either:

(i) between a vowel and a following consonant:�����ó-��������	�ó��
�á-����������������������á
����
���á, ����
ó-�������
��!�á etc.;

or:

(ii) between a sonant and a following consonant (including another
�	����#"� �ý������ �����é
��� ������ó��� �á
����� �����á, �/
������ ��
�
�á��

Note
Non-initial syllables cannot begin with the sequence sonant + noise-
consonant (this sequence is possible, however, in an initial syllable, e.g.
��������#�� (	���� �	������� ���� ��&������ �	����� )� �	����� ��ó-
�����#���	��	�����)��	��	�������é-���#������	�����	��	�����)��	����
������á). The syllabic boundary may occur before or between two
�	������������á��	�������á��������á or �����á).

Syllabic division in a text

4�������������é��	�����ó. 5���á 
���������������	���/��������&��
é-
�������������é-����������ý-��������	
��������é. -��á �����á-�������
���&�á �� ���!ý, ������
��"� ����� &������ó��� ���� 	
������!�á-�� �ó-
������6�$/� ���á �����á-�������� �� ��/� �
é-��� �����
�� ������ �ý-���
����ý �������������7á����������é-�����*	+�����#�

19 Splitting a word at the end of a line

(1) Two basic criteria are observed in splitting a word at the end of a
line:

(i) Syllabic division: ������á or ������á.

(ii) Word structure: it is desirable, for example, not to disrupt
monosyllabic prefixes etc. (�����	 á���������á�	�) (cf. �	��	�ó� and
note that the rule does not apply when a prefix is no longer perceived as
such: �á-���������������).
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(2) A word is normally split after a vowel:	�ó-�	��	�ó-�	���	��	�ó�	$
����	����$��	��	��$�����	/��������	����	��%��%��	���������	�	���$%����
sequence: ���á-����

(3) A sequence of two or more consonants	 ���	 ����	 
�	 �����+	�é�$
����	�	�ó�$
���������	��	�$�é���	�
���$���	����

(4) Other conventions include the following:

(i) A hard or soft sign must not be separated from the preceding
consonant (���)�é �����
���ó�) and � must not be separated from the
preceding vowel (�����á).

(ii) A single vowel should not appear at the end of a line or be carried
over onto the next: �����á��� (not	:�$���á��#	��	:����á��$# �

(iii) Two identical consonants appearing between vowels should be
split: �����á�����á�������ó�����.

(iv) A monosyllabic component of a stump compound should not be
split (��è���é���); nor should abbreviations (*Ó���������).

(5) Some words can be split in different ways, e.g. �����á, �����á or
�����á.

Punctuation

20 Introductory comments

Rules of punctuation are, in general, more rigorously applied in Russian
than in English. Differences of usage between the two languages relate
in particular to the comma (especially in separating principal from
subordinate clauses), the dash and the punctuation of direct speech.

21 The full stop, exclamation mark and question mark

Usage of the full stop, exclamation mark and question mark is
comparable in the two languages:

2���	�6 �	
�á
��#	�	�$���. People seek happiness in love.
���á#	�����á
��#	�	�ó��7 What magnificent weather!
� �á ��	��&��; Where are you going?
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Note

(a) There is a tendency to use exclamation marks more frequently in
Russian than in English.

(b) An exclam���	�����+��������������������������	������������"� ��
���� ����� 	�ó���� ���� �ó����� � ���������� ,� �ý!�� ������
���é������������#�‘I felt so bad, so bitter and wretched! — it was
worse than any illness’.

(c) Exclamation marks are also used in commands expressed other
than by a grammatical imperative: '���á��� ‘Shut up!’, (�
����� ‘Follow me!’, )��á�� ‘On your feet!’.

(d) An exclamation mark enclosed in parentheses (!) may be used to
indicate irony or indignation.

(e) Exclamation and question marks may appear together for special
emphasis: *������ 	�� �������ó	�� ‘Now what’s all this?!’.

22 The comma: introductory comments

The comma is more frequently used in Russian than in English. In
extreme examples a series of commas in a Russian sentence may have
no English equivalents at all:

%��á
�����	�����������é�������ó
�����é"���
������������!á"�
�
��� �
�&��� �"�é��� ��
������� 	
����� ��� 	ó��$�� ����� ���� �
 �����	ó��$����!�á������-����+	��#
Makarenko writes that children who know how to work respect the
labour of other people and strive to come to the assistance of those
who need it

23 Uses of the comma

Correspondence with English usage

Commas are used, in Russian and English, to perform the following
functions:

(1) To separate

(i) two or more adjectives which define one noun:

-���/��	���
��������� ��������ý���� ý����
He was walking down the dark, dirty, noisy street

(ii) two or more adverbs qualifying one verb:
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%é�
�������������
���		�	�
���	
	�	
�é��
Slowly, painfully he rose from the bed

(2) To separate items in a list:

)�á��	 �	 ��������� �
������������� �� 	 
	
�������	 ò�	�		 <=
� ��é�	�>������%� 

The rent, electricity and gas bills amount to about 20 roubles

(3) To mark off words and phrases which stand in apposition:

��
�������� "����ó���� ��ó���� ����ó���	 �	 
������	�	
���
�����	�		�	�	��á, 
�á��	�é��	�	�é�6��	�$�	
�	�á��	�
Valentina Tereshkova, a working girl from an ancient textile town,
became the first woman in space

(4) To mark off words which serve to define and specify:

4�á���	 �é�
�	�		 
á��	 �� ���á��	��	 �� ��
������� ��é�
���
ó�����������á�������
�������ó������ (Belyakova)
The building of the kindergarten is two-storey, with large light
windows and verandas for a daytime nap

(5) After �� ‘yes’ and ��� ‘no’:

	��	#	
	��á
��	
	�á������	#	��	
	��á
��
Yes, I agree with you/No, I don’t agree

(6) In addressing people:

$�á���������	��á�	��á�	���7
Hallo, Ivan Ivanovich!

(7) After interjections:

— *��	���	�� �á��	�	����á  �á�	���	
��ó��#;	�?������� 
‘Oh, what bad luck. Did you fall over yesterday or today?’

(8) Between repeated words:

�����ó, �����ó,	  ��"á�	 	�	 
����	 
á�	�	 ��ý��	�	 �	���
(Abramov)
Never mind, never mind, he consoled himself, the worst is over

(9) To mark off participial phrases:

)		 ��������	 ����+(����� �ó ����� �ó
�����	 
���á�	 ���ý�
�����	�	"��é�
Over the plain, (which was) illuminated by the late sun, galloped a
herd of wild horses
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(10) To mark off gerundial phrases:

4�����á����	���á��������é�������������#
I was silent, not knowing what to do

Note
In English, ‘and’ is often used as an alternative to a comma before the
final element in enumerations and when two or more adjectives qualify
a single noun or two adverbs a single verb (cf. (1) and (2) above).

Differences in usage between Russian and English

Russian requires the use of a comma in the following contexts, where
usage in English is optional or inconsistent:

(1) Between clauses linked by co-ordinating conjunctions (see 454
(2) (i) and 455–457):

Ó�����á����ý����������	��á 	���&á"�������á����-����+	��#
Olya knows the letters, but for the time being I help her to read

Note
(a) While a comma always appears before �� (except when it is the

first word in a sentence), the insertion of a comma before English
‘but’ depends largely on the length of the pause required by the
context, cf. ‘He is young but experienced’ and ‘He is young, but
everyone trusts him’.

(b) A comma is used between clauses linked by  if the clauses have
���������� �
.����� �(�� ����� ���� �/
���� � �&ó ����á�� ����ó ��
��������/
���	�#�‘But the wolf was dead, and no one was afraid
of him any more’), but not if they have the same subject
�����!&�������/
�����
����&
���ó����	� �-����+	��#�‘They lit
a fire and made mushroom soup’). In such contexts  may be
���������
�����	���"�)�����������	������	�	�� �0����	������
��#��/
���	�#�‘For two days he did not drink or eat’.

(2) Between clauses linked by the conjunctions �. . .� ‘both . . . and’,
��. . .�� ‘neither . . . nor’,  ���. . .� �� ‘either . . . or’, ���. . .��� ‘now
. . . now’:

(���é��
�������	á�����á����������é�����
Both boys and girls performed at the party

(����� ���	��ó����	����á���������
����ó��������-����+	��#
You can neither do a little quiet reading, nor concentrate

0 ���� ������á���� �������
That is either a dog or a wolf
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-�á ��	
��&�
#�	��	��á���
Now she laughs, now she weeps

(3) Between a principal and a subordinate clause (see 458–467):

%	�á$�	���	�	�é�	�ý���	��	
�ó�	
I know the end is still some way off

(�	 ��	 	����á��	 ���é�	 �	 �
���	 #����	 ���á#	 �	�ó��	
��	 ���á
(Belyakova)
We didn’t put the children into a day-nursery, even though we had
the opportunity to do so

1���
	 
���	 
	 ������é����	 �����	 �é���	 ��ò��	 �	é����	 

�á� "�	�	�	�&��	� 	�ó�$
Denis waited impatiently for the summer, in order to go with his
grandmother to the Black Sea

-�	���ó���	���	é�
����	�	�
He would work if he could

-�á  �ó����	�����ý ���		�á 	�á������
She is leaving because she is late

Note
The appearance of a comma between �����ý and ���	��	(�	�	�����
�	�	�ý, ��		 ��	 
����é�	 ������	 ���	 �������	 ��	 �����	 ����	 �������
relief: ‘We shall win because we are stronger’ (i.e. and for no other
������ �	*���	 ������	 ���	
�	 �����������	 
�	 ����������	�	�	�ý from ��	
(!����ý	��	�	������	���	��	
����é� �	��	
�	���	��������	��	
����

�ó
��� or other intensifying words before �����ý.

(4) To separate main from relative clauses (see 123):

%	�	
�6á�	�ó�	��	�����ó�������		��	�&�	�é�
��	
I was visiting the town in which (where) I had spent my childhood

Note
English distinguishes relative clauses (which are marked off by
commas) — ‘Cats (i.e. all cats), who have excellent night vision, are
nocturnal predators’ — from adjective clauses (which are not marked
off by commas): ‘Cats (i.e. only those cats) who have no tails are called
Manx cats’. In Russian, however, both types of clause are marked off
with commas.

(5) To mark off parenthetical words:

�	$�é�����	$��	���	��	���	�����	�������	���	������	�����

�	�ý
��� let us assume ������é� for example
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�á!���� it seems 	�!á������ please
���é��� of course 	���ó��� in my opinion
����!��é��" unfortunately ��á!�� let us say
�è!���	
ó��� incidentally �����ó����
�&ó� on the one, the
�ó!������� perhaps ���
��� other hand
���é
��� probably

-������ �ó ��������/�
He must have left

(�������é�������ó�����������é���������������-����+	��#
Of course, it’s more convenient for us if the children are sitting
quietly

(���	�
����� á���������������������á"���������#
Please don’t argue with me, I know best

-������á������������ ��é��������	
��/���������������&ó
He said that unfortunately we would have to go without him

(6) In comparisons:

-���á����	����
é������������	��� ���
He scrambles about in the trees like a monkey

��ó-��� ������� ����&ó �����á 	�á����� �á���	�� �	�� ���� ����
��������-����+	��#
Someone taught his baby to swim before he could walk

-���	������	
��ý������������ý�����&ó ����ó ����
��ó!���
He was sound asleep, as though without a care in the world

24 The colon. The semicolon. The dash

The colon.

The colon is used to perform the following functions:

(1) To introduce a list, in which case the colon is usually preceded by a
generic term:

%������������������������
/�������é�"������� �) ���������ó	
�	�é���� (Belyakova)
My family consists of four people: my husband Victor, the two
children and myself
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(2) To introduce a statement which elaborates on, supplements or
indicates the cause of the statement which precedes the colon:

�	� �	��		���á��	�ó��#	���á: ��é�����á
 (Abramov)
And now a new misfortune awaited them: father had disappeared

�	 ��ý��	 �
���á �	���á ����	 �ó��	
��+	 �á������ ��ý�����
�é�������
��ó �����é�������������ó �������� (Vvedenskaya)
There should always be accuracy in science: a single concept should
correspond to each scientific term

���	�	#	
		
��á�	�	
�	��é�	��	
���	�	é����	+	��������#�����

é�����
á ��������� (Rasputin)
In the morning I gazed at myself in the mirror in horror: my nose
had swollen up, there was a bruise under my left eye

(3) To introduce direct speech, thought or other communication:

�	 ���	������	 @������� ��� �����é����
�A	 �	��ó
�	�	 ��"��+

��á�������� ��������á �����������á��� (Kovaleva)
In the film We’ll survive till Monday a teenager writes, ‘Happiness is
when people understand you!’

(4) To introduce a quotation:

)ó������	�	@���é������é����»:
)�������	
��"�	���	���á:
4��é��	
�á
��$		�á
Do you remember, in Evgenii Onegin:
Habit is granted us from on high:
It is a substitute for happiness

The semicolon

The semicolon is used to separate extensive clauses which are not
linked by conjunctions, especially if each clause is itself broken up by
commas:

�	2������á��	�
�	�	���	�	
�	��é��	��	������á�� $	 @3��ó� A�
�	���á��	 �	 �ý"���
���	��
�á��	 �	��	�	��
������	 ��	��á�2	 �
7����	�
��	�	���ó����
#	 
	��
�á���	 ���	���	 �	  ���
#	��	��
2é���2	�	.á��������	����á�	��	é����	�			��ó��	� 	�	�	�ó� 
�ó�	� �	�	
�	��é��	���Á4	�#%��������� 

In Leningrad everyone wants to see the legendary ‘Aurora’, visit
places associated with Pushkin, the numerous palaces; in Ulyanovsk
to get to know the places where V. I. Lenin lived and worked; and in
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Naberezhnye Chelny to drive through the enormous new town, see
the Kamaz truck factory

Note
��� 1221� 3����&
á�� ‘Leningrad’� ��������� �	� ������2���
�ý
&� ‘St
Petersburg’�����8���������‘Ulyanovsk’��	������
���‘Simbirsk’.

The dash

The dash is extremely widespread in Russian. It not only has a number
of specific uses of its own but in some contexts substitutes for other
punctuation marks, in particular the comma, the colon and parentheses.

(1) Specific uses of the dash.

(i) It separates subject noun from predicate noun, replacing the verb
‘to be’:

%�����é��,�	
�	����á������ý�������á���,��
����-����+	��#
My father is a college lecturer, and my mother is a doctor

�á���� &���ó���� ó��
�� ��
�� ,�  ���� 	
�����ó����� �
��á���
'���á���3������+���#
The deepest lake in the world is the beautiful fresh-water Lake
Baikal

Note
(a) The subject may sometimes be an infinitive:

�á������!/����	
��	
�$á����,��	�������������� (Ogonek)
The hardest thing on parting is not to look back

(b) The dash is not normally used to replace the verb ‘to be’ when the
�
.�����������	�	�"�-�������á��‘He is a diver’.

(ii) In elliptical statements it replaces a word, usually a verb, which is
‘understood’:

����é��� ����
é�� ��� 	
�7é���
��� 	
�7é���
� ,� ��� ����é���
(Shukshin)
The student was looking at the professor, and the professor (was
looking) at the student

(2) The dash is also used as a substitute for:

(i) The comma (when, for example, introducing an unexpected turn of
events or sharp contrast):
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-�á 
�é����	 �6&	�	���� 	�	
�����	����	 �	 
�	�	B	���á���
����������á���	 (Rasputin)
She made another attempt to seat me at the table, but in vain

Note
Generally speaking, the dash indicates a more pronounced pause than
���	 ������	 ���	 �)������	 ��	 �)��������	 ����������+	 �		 ��	�	 ���
�� ��
���	 ���	 B	 �	&	 ����
�����	�	  �	�ó��
����	 �0�	 �	&
����
�����	�	  �	�ó��
���� 	 ‘I had with me some Georgian tea, my
only pleasure’.

(ii) The colon:

(a) in introducing an enumeration, following a generic term:

��	��á �� �	������"á��	�	
�é�	B	��(��#�������ó��������é�
(Belyakova)
Sometimes the club invites guests — scientists, teachers and doctors

(b) in elucidating a statement:

7	�	�	�ó���	�6&	��	
�á��	B	��� �é ���á
�����(�
The Sokolovs were still up — a light was flickering in the hut (cf.
�6&	��	
�á��+	�	��é ���á�		�	�&� 

(iii) Parentheses:

.�	������ó���	*	

��
�	�	8����á���	B	��� ����á����������

������á  ����á������ý �����ý������������� �ý��� $��
��! —
��
#��	���	�	���ý"��
On the territory of the Russian Federation (do not forget that it
occupies one-seventh of the Earth’s surface!) there are thousands of
rivers and streams

25 The punctuation of direct speech

(1) If the introductory verb precedes the direct speech, the verb is
followed by a colon, and the direct speech either

(i) appears on a new line, preceded by a dash:

%	��	������+
��!á��� (Rasputin)
‘It is true’, I mumbled

(ii) or runs on after the colon and is enclosed in guillemets (« »):
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�����������
á��������
��á�����
����á: �+�����������	

The master himself shouted a couple of times from the porch,
‘Hey, who’s there?’

(2) If, however, the verb follows the direct speech, the latter is flanked
by dashes:

— ���ý���,����ý!��������é������������������#
‘He’s fallen asleep’, answered Sima obligingly

(3) A conversation may be rendered as follows:

,� �� ��&ó���� �!é ��ó
�����4� ,� �	
á������� ��� ���
ý�����
�á&���
,����é���5
,�(����������&ó ��&ó���4
,���������&ó? . . . 4��!é ��������������-����+	��#
‘And have you quarrelled today too?’, asked the registry office
official.
‘Of course!’
‘And what have you been quarrelling about today?’
‘What have we been quarrelling about today? . . . I forget . . .’

Note
(a) A full stop, comma, semicolon or dash follow inverted commas.
(b) Quotes within quotes may be distinguished as follows:

6�
é���
�7,�
ó
�8�������������
�9� ‘The cruiser “Aurora” lay at
anchor’.

(c) In cursive script, inverted commas are rendered as follows:
«����é�!» ‘Greetings!’

26 Suspension points (������ó�	)

Suspension points (. . .) indicate one of the following.

(1) Hesitation:

,�2
��&
�����������é
���4
,�(�������
�
�
���������� (Rasputin)
‘I suppose you lose?’
‘No, I – I win’

(2) An unfinished statement:

#����������������� ������/��ó���������������������#
Had we but known how it would all end . . .


